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Introduction

Castle Hill (19MD339) is a large multi

component site located on the margin of the Great

Meadows National Wildlife Refuge in Wayland,

Massachusetts. The site is located on a glacio

lacustrine delta with a mantle of aeolian deposits

adjacent to wooded wetlands and marshes along the

Sudbury River (John Thompson, personal com

munication). A series of investigations by the

Wayland Archaeology Group in the late 1970s and

the late 1990s revealed that cultural deposits were

spread over approximately 10 acres (4 hectares).

The site was used primarily during the Middle and

Late Archaic periods, with some evidence for

occupation in the Terminal Archaic period.

The very diverse lithic assemblage from

Castle Hill includes tools and debitage of two

distinctive materials associated with formations of

local metamorphic rocks. A rock suspected to be

a mylonite associated with the Bloody Bluff fault

system was used by both Middle and Late Archaic

groups. Another rock type, amphibolite schist,

appears to have been used only in the Middle

Archaic period. The known distribution of these

materials on archaeological sites is restricted

primarily to the Sudbury, Assabet, and Concord

drainage (SuAsCo), although mylonite may have a

wider distribution (Eric Johnson, personal

communication). Likely source areas for these

materials are located in upland sections of the

SuAsCo basin. Potential sources for the mylonite

Copyright~ 2002 Tonya Baroody Largy,
Duncan Ritchie

also occur to the northeast in the upper Shawsheen

drainage.

Both of these materials may have escaped

recognition due to misidentification. The suspected

mylonite often resembles a fine grained quartzite.

The most fine grained, translucent varieties of

mylonite without banding could also be confused

with chalcedony or some other cryptocrystalline

lithic material. Amphibolite schist is soft and

debitage of this material frequently lacks features

normally seen on flakes of other rock types. This

paper describes the geological context, petro

graphy, known distribution and periods of use for

these two lithic materials to inform other

archaeologists working in southeastern New

England. Improved recognition of these materials

should help to reconstruct their distribution and

patterns of localized lithic resource use and group

or social boundaries within river drainage based

territories.

Site Location and History of the

Archaeological Investigations

The Castle Hill site is located on fairly

level terrain at approximately 130 feet of elevation

on the east bank of the Sudbury River. Hazel

Brook, a small stream draining upland marshes,

runs along the southeastern boundary of the site,

and presently passes through marshlands before

joining the river (Figure 1). An esker, named

Castle Hill by early settlers, lies a short distance to

the southeast. At the base of the esker winds an old

historic road, the Castle Hill road, probably an old

Indian trail, which was used until the 1950s. This

road may have been the route taken by the East
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Figure 1. Location of Castle Hill and other sites with mylonite and amphibolite within the
Sudbury/Assabet/Concord River drainage.
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Sudbury Militia as they marched to Concord on

April 19, 1775, although the exact route is not

recorded (Robinson 1976:39). It is well known that

early historic roads followed Native American

trails. The Castle Hill Road follows the esker, a

high path though wetlands that leads to the site.

The land was most likely in continuous use as

farmland or pasture through the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries. Much has been written by

Thoreau and others (Anonymous 1859; Donahue

1989) about ecological changes to the river valley

since the arrival of Europeans. These studies show

that changes in the physiography of the river over

the last 400 years have probably impacted local

archaeological sites. Raised water levels from dams

built further downstream in Billerica probably

flooded the lower margins of sites like Castle Hill

more frequently, causing former meadows to

become floodplains. The Native name for the river,

"musketaquid" or "musketahquid," is composed of

two Alqonquian words, "muskeht," meaning

"grass," and "ahkeit," meaning "ground," which

if applied to the river would signify "grassy brook"

or "meadow brook" (Hudson 1889:1-2).

The 10 acres (4 hectares) on which the

Castle Hill Site lies is part of a 12 acre (4+

hectares) parcel owned by the Wayland School

Committee (Alf Berry, personal communication).

In the mid-1970's a baseball field occupied the

northeast end of the site. Around this time, the

Park and Recreation Commission received

permission to build a soccer field on the remainder

of the parcel. In 1977, Largy and another

Wayland citizen interested in archaeology, Barbara

Robinson, became aware of activity at the site and

notified the Town Surveyor, Lewis Bowker, that

this site on public land was an early archaeological

site. He informed the Massachusetts Historical

Commission and a permit was issued to Charles

Nelson of the Anthropology Department of the

University of Massachusetts at Boston, who was

the 1977 coordinator of the Coalition for

Archaeology in Massachusetts. Barbara Luedtke

co-directed the survey carried out in November,

1977, by anthropology students from the university

(including Largy) and experienced members of the

South Shore Chapter of the Massachusetts

Archaeological Society (Largy 1977).

At the time of the survey, most of the site

was open space partially covered with occasional

trees, berry bushes and grass. Erosion was

widespread, exposing large areas of fine sand

where artifacts could easily be found. The survey

showed the extensive disturbance of the soils, with

historic/modern period materials being mixed with

prehistoric artifacts in the deeper levels. Over the

years, children from nearby houses had used the

area as a playground, digging deep holes for their

forts, among other activities.

The Castle Hill Site had attracted

archaeological interest for at least half a century.

J. Alfred Mansfield (Mansfield 1961), an

avocational archaeologist who collected on many

sites in the area, began visiting Castle Hill in the

early 1940s, when the site was a potato field. His

collection from Castle Hill totaled more than one

hundred artifacts, mostly projectile points and edge

tools. Another collector donated his artifacts to a

nearby local environmental education center but

these were unlabelled and mixed with their general

artifact collection. A staff member at the same

center conducted excavation classes at the site.

However, the results of this investigation were

never reported, and recovered artifacts likewise

were unlabelled and remain part of that general

collection. Largy began collecting on the site prior

to the 1977 survey. Both the Largy and Mansfield

collections were donated to the Wayland

Archaeology Group (WARG).

WARG was founded under the aegis of the

Wayland Historical Commission to undertake a

salvage excavation of Castle Hill (Ritchie and
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Gardescu 1994:209-222). Organizers of this effort

were Largy and Robinson with strong assistance

from Ritchie. At least 40 citizens of Wayland and

Sudbury and numerous elementary school children

from Sudbury participated in this volunteer effort

which began in the Spring of 1978 and continued

for two seasons. In 1980, additional work was

done by Robinson with students from the Wayland

Middle School. After the initial salvage work,

public lectures on it were presented to Wayland

citizens. The first lecture drew a crowd of 300

people indicating strong public interest in the

town's earliest history. The soccer field built on a

portion of the Castle Hill Site has been in use since

its construction in 1980.

The second salvage project began in

October, 1997, led by Largy and Paul Gardescu,

Coordinator of the Wayland Archaeology Group

and Chair of the Wayland Historical Commission

and continued over three seasons. The catalyst for

this excavation was a plan by a group of parents, in

conjunction with the Park and Recreation

Department, to construct a tot playground in the

adjacent wooded area of the site for younger

siblings of the soccer players using the field.

Barbara Luedtke signed on as Principal Investigator

for a site examination. She visited the site several

times and was generous with her time and counsel,

as she always was.

The periods represented at the site by

diagnostic artifacts were Middle and Late Archaic

with some evidence for occupation in the Terminal

Archaic. Radiocarbon dated features suggest

activity on the site was most intensive from about

4600 BP to 4000 BP. The first radiocarbon date

was obtained in 1979 on charcoal taken from a

deep firepit feature and analyzed at the Birbal Sahni

Institute, Lucknow, India (4480 ±110 BP; 5500

B.P. - 4800 B.P. calibrated; BS-225). A second

date was obtained in 1981 (4100 ± 155 BP; 5050

B.P. - 4050 B.P. calibrated; GX-7640) (Hoffman

1988: 26-27). Field work in the late 1990s

produced radiocarbon dates ranging from 5180 ±

45 BP (GX-24232-LS; 013C corrected; 6170 B.P. 

5750 B.P. calibrated) to 2750 ± 50 BP(GX

24181-LS); 013C corrected; 2950 B.P. - 2760 B.P.

calibrated). There are no cultural materials

associated with the radiocarbon dates obtained

during the late 1990s.

Lithic Materials from Castle Hill

Castle Hill was known for its wide range of

lithic materials. Mansfield (personal com

munication) stated this Site had a greater variety of

materials than most sites he had collected in the

Sudbury River Valley over five decades.

Excavation and surface collection has recovered a

wide range of lithic materials corroborating

Mansfield's observations. At least 16 different

materials have been identified visually in the large

lithic assemblage from the site. All is not yet

understood about these materials, their sources, or

their distributions. At least 40 Middle Archaic

Neville and Stark projectile points are recognized

in the assemblage from the Castle Hill Site. This is

one of the largest known assemblages of Middle

Archaic points from the SuAsCo drainage basin.

We have also noted patterns of Middle

Archaic lithic resource procurement apparent in the

assemblage from Castle Hill and other nearby sites

(Ritchie and Gardescu 1994:214; Largy 1980).

Ritchie (1979) first recognized both mylonite and

amphibolite schist as coming from bedrock

outcrops in nearby uplands west of the Castle Hill

Site within the towns of Sudbury and Maynard. An

early analysis of almost 3,000 surface collected

flakes from Castle Hill showed that mylonite at

9%, and amphibolite at 5 % constituted a fair

percentage of the materials utilized in

manufacturing chipped stone tools at the site

(Largy 1980).
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Earlier, both mylonite and amphibolite

were given other names, indicating the difficulty in

visual recognition and proper identification of these

lithic types. In the late 1970s, during the first

phase of investigation at Castle Hill, mylonite was

called "banded metaquartz." However, a local

soils geologist with extensive field experience in

the region called it "mylonite" at that time (Leona

G. Champney, personal communication).

Champney also identified amphibolite as

"phyllite." Materials from the earlier excavation

at Castle Hill were catalogued using these earlier

terms (banded metaquartz and phyllite). Ritchie

(1979) however, recognized "phyllite" as being

amphibolite schist based on direct comparison of

archaeological material with samples from bedrock

outcrops.

Geological Context

To find likely source areas for the mylonite

and amphibolite first recognized at the Castle Hill

Site, fieldwork was undertaken using US

Geological Survey bedrock maps as a guide.

Archaeological material (chipping debris, artifacts)

has been matched successfully with samples from

bedrock outcrops. Based on their visual similarity

to rock exposed in outcrops, the two materials

(mylonite, amphibolite) found at Castle Hill and a

number of other sites, can be correlated with

specific formations mapped and described by

geologists (Ritchie 1979; Largy 1980). Exposures

of these rock formations have been examined to see

where potential source areas and prehistoric quarry

sites might be located. Petrographic thin section

analysis of both chipping debris and samples taken

from bedrock outcrops was also done to confirm

that the attribution of archaeological material to

rock formations is correct.

The two archaeologically recognized lithic

materials, mylonite and amphibolite, can be

correlated with meta-volcanic and metamorphic

formations located in a zone of highly altered,

sheared rocks in proximity to the Bloody Bluff

fault. This fault is one of the largest structural

systems in eastern Massachusetts, extending from

Essex County southwest through Middlesex and

southern Worcester Counties to the Lake

Char/Honey Hill fault in eastern Connecticut.

Nelson (1975) noted that the section of the Bloody

Bluff fault zone from the northeast part of the

Concord quadrangle southwest to Framingham and

Marlborough contains cataclased/altered rocks

showing varying degrees of deformation ranging

from slightly altered to those that have been

crushed and recrystallized to mylonites. More

recent studies have placed these mylonitic rocks

within a larger unit, the Burlington Mylonite Zone.

This southwest to northeast oriented zone is located

between the western margin of the Boston Basin

and the Bloody Bluff fault. Sheared crystalline

rocks occur within a zone up to 5 km in width and

50km long outside the western boundary of the

Boston basin. (Castle et al 1976; Skehan et al

1998:A3-1)

Mylonite

The material referred to as mylonite is a

fine grained, quartzite-like rock ranging in color

from light grey (Munsell Rock Color 5Y 7/2),

greyish yellow green (Munsell Rock Color 5GY

7/2) or grey green (Munsell Rock Color 5G 6/1,

5GY 8/1) to dark green and from translucent to

opaque. Much of the material found in

archaeological contexts is banded with thin, parallel

laminations of light grey to grey green. Some very

fme grained varieties are translucent light grey

white to grey green with no visible banding.

Debitage is commonly found as tabular pieces

which may retain fracture plane surfaces.

This material is derived from a formation

of rock that was originally described in the

geological literature as a metamorphosed volcanic
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tuff (Nelson 1975). The Kendal Green Formation

was identified as a light tan to light grey, very fine

grained and thinly laminated metatuff consisting of

quartz, feldspar, sericite mica and calcite. This

rock unit also has dark greenish-grey fine grained

metatuff composed of quartz, biotite mica,

plagioclase feldspar, epidote, chlorite and

hornblende (Nelson 1975: a,b). According to

Nelson (1975: a,b) the Kendal Green Formation

occurs as fault blocks in the Framingham

quadrangle, which extends from Ashland on the

south to parts of Framingham, Marlborough,

Sudbury, and Wayland on the north. In the

northern part of this quadrangle, along the Bloody

Bluff Fault, these Pre-Cambrian rocks lie adjacent

to the Westboro Quartzite. The blocks of Kendal

Green Formation are thin strips lying along the

northern side of the fault zone. In the northern

portion of the Natick quadrangle and adjacent

Concord quadrangle in Weston, just outside the

western boundary of the Boston basin, there are

small fault blocks of the Kendal Green Formation.

Other exposures of this formation are located

further northeast in the Lexington and Burlington

area along the alignment of the Bloody Bluff fault.

More recent studies by geologists appear

to have renamed this rock as the Kendal Green

Mylonite. It is one of several mylonites associated

with the Burlington Mylonite Zone that are

distinguished from each other on the basis of age,

composition and the types of faults that produced

them. Exposures of the Kendal Green Mylonite

have been mapped at Nobscot Hill (Framingham),

Weston center, and Bear Hill (Waltham) (Skehan et

al. 1998: A3-2, 4, 14)

Our inspection of outcrops of the Kendal

Green Mylonite in several sections along the

southwest to northeast alignment of the Bloody

Bluff fault zone from Framingham to Lexington

showed that there is considerable variation in the

rock exposed. While some outcrops were of rock

clearly too altered by metamorphism, or coarse

textured, to have been potential sources of material

for making stone tools, others closely matching that

found as debitage and artifacts have been found in

several areas along the fault zone.

Moving from southwest to northeast along

the alignment of the Bloody Bluff fault zone we

found that the outcrops in the Nobscot Hill section

of Framingham and Sudbury were highly altered

and fractured. They were not suitable for stone tool

making and did not visually match material found

on nearby archaeological sites in the SuAsCo

drainage. However, a few miles to the east, a

series of outcrops on' the southeast slope of

Goodman Hill in Sudbury contain fine grained,

siliceous rock which closely matches the mylonite

from a number of nearby prehistoric sites in terms

of both color range and texture. Further northeast

along the Bloody Bluff fault, outcrops of this

formation near the Kendal Green type locality in

Weston were also found to be fractured and altered

like the rock at Nobscot.

Another outcrop series near Route 128 in

the Lexington/Burlington area was shown to us by

USGS geologist, Patrick Barosh, during an initial

field trip to find potential source areas. These

outcrops contained banded mylonite that was also a

close visual match to archeological material from

Castle Hill and other sites. A sample taken from

this area was used for thin section analysis. Even

with the limited fieldwork done so far, potential

source areas for the mylonite found in

archaeological contexts have been identified in

several sections of the Burlington Mylonite Zone

and associated Bloody Bluff fault, particularly in

the towns of Sudbury and Lexington.

Amphibolite

The amphibolite found as chipped stone

tools and debitage in archeological sites is a dark
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grey (Munsell Rock Color N2, N3) to dark green

grey (Munsell Rock Color 5GY 2/1. 5G3/2) rock

with a schist-like appearance. It occasionally

displays thin grey white veins of an unknown

mineral. Both artifacts and debitage frequently have

flat, platy surfaces and remnants of fracture planes,

reflecting the tendency of this material to break

along these parallel planes.

Based on a comparison of archaeological

material to rock exposed in outcrops, the lithic type

described as "phyllite" or "amphibolite" at sites

such as Castle Hill in the SuAsCo drainage is

derived from the Marlboro Formation. This rock

unit is exposed in sections of the Marlborough,

Framingham, and Maynard quadrangles. The type

locality for this formation fIrst described in the

geological literature by geologist B. K. Emerson in

1917 is a series of outcrops near the center of

Marlborough (Emerson 1917; Hansen 1956).

The Marlboro Formation is primarily a fIne

grained medium grey to dull olive grey amphibolite

schist composed of quartz, mica, feldspar, chlorite

and a small amount of magnetite. It also contains

small veins and knots of green epidote. The

amphibolite is interlayered in some places with

biotite schist and gneiss (Hansen 1956: 8; Nelson

1975a). This rock extends in a broad curving band

oriented in a southwest to northeast direction

through the extreme eastern part of the towns of

Hudson and Stow, the southern portion of

Maynard, and continues across Sudbury and into

Concord.

An area of numerous outcrops in the

eastern portion of the Marlborough quad, and

another group of exposures near Vose Pond on the

Maynard/Sudbury town line represent probable

source areas for the amphibolite found on

prehistoric sites in the vicinity. Hand samples from

outcrops in the Vose Pond area are comparable to

amphibolite chipping debris and artifacts from

Castle Hill and other sites. Amphibolites are also

reported as units within other bedrock types such as

the Worcester Formation (towns of Harvard,

Bolton) and the Nashoba Formation (towns of

Acton, Stow, Maynard) in other parts of the

Hudson and Maynard quadrangles. These have not

been examined for comparison with archaeological

material and may also contain potential lithic

source areas.

Archaeological Context

Geographic Distribution of Amphibolite and
Mylonite

Both of these materials have limited

geographical distributions and are concentrated on

archaeological sites in the SuAsCo basin. To date,

chipped stone tools and debitage of mylonite and

amphibolite are known from 27 sites, almost all in

the SuAsCo drainage. Of this total, 19 sites have

only mylonite, three sites have only amphibolite,

and fIve sites have tools and debitage of both

materials (Figure 1). Mylonite, being more

extensively used for stone tool making and easily

recognized, is found in collections from sites in the

middle to lower Sudbury and Assabet and upper

Concord drainages. These sites are located in

Westborough (Cedar Swamp III and Cedar Swamp

IV), Marlborough (Flagg Swamp Rockshelter),

Framingham (Washakumaug and an unnamed site),

Wayland (Mansion Inn, Heard Pond, Castle Hill,

Watertown Dairy, Shilling Meadow, Sand Hill,

Sherman's Bridge, Murphy's Fields), Sudbury

(Willis Pond, Rice Farm, Pantry Brook

Village/Davis Farm), Pantry Brook/M-23-86, Weir

Hill #9, Concord (Sleepy Hollow)(Blancke 1998),

Acton (Pine Hawk) (Waller and Ritchie 2001),

Maynard (Puffer Pond, Taylor Brook)(Gallagher et

al. 1985), Lexington (Whittemore Farm)(Ritchie et

al. 1990) and one "fmd spot" near Hobbs Brook in

Lincoln. All of these sites but Whittemore Farm

and the Hobbs Brook fInd spot, are in the SuAsCo
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basin. These two sites are in the Hobbs Brook

watershed; Whittemore Farm is near the boundary

of the Charles, Shawsheen and Concord drainages.

Amphibolite is more restricted in

distribution, reflecting both its limited use and the

difficulty archaeologists may have had in

recognizing this material. At present, artifacts and

debitage of amphibolite are known from eight sites,

all located in the middle Sudbury and Assabet

drainages (see Figure 1). These sites are in Stow

(Stow Acres Golf Course), Concord (Sleepy

Hollow)(Blancke 2002), Sudbury (Rice Farm,Roe

Field), and Wayland (Heard Pond, Castle Hill,

Watertown Dairy, Staiano). Projectile points,

bifaces and chipping debris of this material have

been found at seven of these sites. Evidence of its

use for ground stone tools comes from two gouges

found at sites (Rice Farm, Roe Field) in Sudbury.

Quarrying and Use in Archaic Lithic Technologies

Mylonite and amphibolite apparently were

recognized as local lithic types by earlier artifact

collectors, who knew these materials had a

distribution limited to sites within the SuAsCo

drainage. There is no evidence that a search was

made for source areas and no known quarry sites

were recorded in the past. Limited surface

inspection by us of those mylonite and amphibolite

outcrops in Framingham, Sudbury, and Maynard

that are most likely source areas for both materials

has not revealed any obvious evidence of quarrying

or associated lithic workshop loci.

However, prehistoric extraction or

procurement of these materials was probably a

simple process of collecting tabular blocks or

fragments from talus slopes below outcrops or

excavation of shallow pits adjacent to outcrops to

obtain unweathered pieces. Prehistoric quarrying

probably did not involve much hammering of

pieces from outcrops since enough raw material

could be obtained from the surface or by shallow

excavation. The type of quarries associated with

outcrops of mylonite and amphibolite from the

Kendal Green and Marlboro Formations are

expected to have "low archaeological visibility"

and could be difficult to recognize (Ritchie 1983:

87-89).

These quarries were probably too small to

have dense deposits of chipping debris or quarry

waste exposed on the surface. Activity at outcrop

source areas might have been limited to selection of

the most suitable pieces from talus deposits and

very little actual reduction or flaking. Biface

production may have' been done mostly at

habitation sites. Weathered tabular pieces of both

mylonite and amphibolite with flaked margins are

in assemblages from some of the larger sites on the

Sudbury River within a 5 mile radius of probable

source areas. These tabular pieces are identical to

material that can still be found at outcrops and were

probably talus blocks collected to serve as blanks

for making bifaces. Some of the mylonite also

splits into very thin plates or sheets a few

millimeters thick that can be used to make bifaces

or projectile points simply by flaking their margins.

Mylonite was used during the Middle and

Late Archaic periods but amphibolite seems to have

been restricted to the Middle Archaic period when

it is was used to manufacture Stark points (Ritchie

1979). In the SuAsCo drainage, fine grained grey

green to grey white translucent mylonite was used

in the Middle Archaic period to make Neville

points and bifaces, although scrapers and unifacial

tools of mylonite have also been observed (Figure

2). In this area, mylonite has a strong association

with Middle Archaic lithic technology and bifaces

or debitage of this material often serve as a marker

for components of this temporal period in the

absence of other clearly diagnostic artifacts.

Concentrations of mylonite debitage marking lithic

workshop loci have been documented on a number
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Figure 2. Neville (top row) and Squibnocket Triangle-like points (bottom row) of mylonite
from the Sherman Bridge site, Wayland, Massachusetts (A. Hosmer collection,
Concord Museum).
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of sites with significant Middle Archaic

components such as Castle Hill and Watertown

Dairy in Wayland, and Pine Hawk in Acton.

A limited number of small Squibnocket-like

triangles and small stemmed points of mylonite are

known from some of the larger riverine zone

multicomponent sites in the middle to lower

Sudbury and upper Concord drainage. It suggests

some continued use of this local material between

about 5000 and 3000 years ago. Mylonite appears

to have been a minority material in these

Squibnocket/Small Stem Point lithic assemblages.

There are generally no more than a few of these

points made from mylonite in any site assemblage

or artifact collection.

The amphibolite found in archaeological

contexts as chipped stone tools and debitage is a

medium grained material that ranges in color from

dark grey to dark grey green. In texture it

resembles other soft, metamorphic rocks and might

be confused with a dark, fme-grained schist.

Amphibolite is much less common than mylonite in

Middle Archaic contexts. However, amphibolite

tools might be overlooked because of their rough
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appearance and chipping debris of this material is

often flat or has a narrow splintery shape with no

bulb of percussion or other normal attributes. In

rocky subsoils, amphibolite chipping debris could

be confused with angular pieces of non-cultural

stone. We suspect these characteristics of

amphibolite may have limited its recognition in the

past.

The use of amphibolite for chipped stone

t~ols appears to have been restricted to the Middle

Archaic period when it was used to make only

Stark points. To date, no other Archaic or

Woodland point types of this material have been

identified. The known examples of amphibolite

Stark points are all from sites with substantial

Middle Archaic components along the Assabet and

Sudbury Rivers. The amphibolite assemblage from

the Castle Hill Site includes a number of complete

and broken bifaces as well as a perforator with a

Stark-like base. Some of the narrow, elongated

bifaces approach the dimensions of Stark points and

may have been preforms' for this type of point

(Figure 3).

At the Watertown Dairy Site in Wayland a

small concentration of amphibolite chipping debris

was found in proximity to a hearth feature dated to

6680 + 70 BP. (Beta 52205) (7620 B.P. -7470

B.P. calibrated). This date may indicate the

temporal range for a Middle Archaic Stark

component on the site and when amphibolite was in

use (Ritchie and Feighner 1994). There is some

evidence that amphibolite was also used as a

material for ground stone tools. Several gouges

likely to be of Middle to Late Archaic provenience

made of this material have been found on sites

(Rice Farm, Roe Field) on the Sudbury River.

II
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Figure 3. Bifaces and perforator (second from left) of amphibolite from the Castle Hill Site, Wayland,
Massachusetts.
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Petrographic Analysis

To confirm that our identifications of the

suspected mylonite and amphibolite were accurate,

sets of geological hand samples and artifacts or

debitage from archaeological contexts were used to

prepare petrographic thin sections. The samples

were submitted to Barbara Calogero for thin

sectioning and analysis. Anthony Philpotts of the

Geology Department, University of Connecticut,

also examined the thin sections made from these

samples. The thin sections were prepared according

to standard petrographic methods. Additional

analysis and description of the thin sections was

done by O. Don Hermes of the Department of

Geosciences, University of Rhode Island.

The set of geological or hand samples

consisted of pieces of the suspected mylonite and

amphibolite schist from outcrops within likely

source areas for these materials. The geological

sample of suspected mylonite (Sample A) was

obtained from an outcrop in Lexington,

Massachusetts shown to the authors by geologist

Patrick Barosh. This sample was also visually

similar to rock in outcrops of the Kendal Green

Formation in the town of Sudbury. It was olive

grey (5Y 4/1) to light olive grey (5Y6/1) in color

with a dark rusty weathered rind.

The geological hand sample of amphibolite

(Sample B) was collected from one of the outcrops

near Vose Pond in the town of Maynard described

by Hansen (1956) as the Marlboro formation. The

rock exposed in these outcrops was visually similar

to amphibolite artifacts and debitage from Castle

Hill and other sites in the vicinity. This sample was

dark greenish grey (5GY 4/1) in color on the

weathered exterior; freshly broken surfaces were

dusky green (5Y 3/2).

Archaeological materials selected for

petrographic thin section analysis were pieces of

amphibolite and suspected mylonite from excavated

contexts on the Castle Hill Site. The amphibolite

sample (EU 83N/85.5E) was a tabular piece of this

material with a roughly flaked edge, possibly a

bifacial tool blade fragment. Both exterior and

freshly broken surfaces were dark grey (N3, N4).

A piece of suspected mylonite debitage (EU60/68)

displaying the typical color range (olive grey, lOY

6/2) and translucency associated with this material

was also chosen for thin sectioning.

Calogero and Philpotts (2001) identified the

geological sample of suspected mylonite (Sample

A) from Lexington as a typical mylonite based on

features visible in thin section. It displayed dark

and light parallel layer·s, some of which are

interrupted by faulting. The sample was a

homogeneous material completely metamorphosed

by compression and grinding at a fault zone. Due

to the degree of crushing and metamorphism

evident in the thin section it was not possible to

determine the original rock or parent material from

which this mylonite was formed. Hermes (personal

communication, 4/2002) also identified Sample A

as a mylonite composed mostly of quartzite, based

on key features visible in thin section. These

features included rotated grains and CNS planes

from shearing and deformation of the parent rock.

Sample B, the geological hand sample from

Vose Pond, Maynard, was identified by Calogero

and Philpotts as a mylonitized amphibolite.

Features visible in thin section were a distinctive

green color and strained and flattened amphiboles

in a schisty groundmass. The green color was due

to the presence of these amphibole minerals

(Calogero and Philpotts 2001). This amphibolite

contained hornblende, some quartz and epidote as

an accessory mineral (Hermes, personal

communication, 4/2002).

In thin section, the piece of suspected

mylonite debitage (Sample EU60/68) from the

Castle Hill Site appeared to be a crystalline rock

with a high silica content. Dark wispy lines visible
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in thin section were wavy and not parallel as in a

typical mylonite (Calogero and Philpotts 2001).

Hermes also noted that this rock lacks typical

mylonite features and was primarily composed of

cryptocrystalline quartz, similar to chalcedony.

The thin section prepared from the sample

of amphibolite (Sample EU83N85.5E) from the

Castle Hill Site displayed features similar to the

geological hand sample (Sample B). The rock was

c<;>mposed of light and dark strained and flattened

material with green amphiboles similar to those

observed in the geological sample. Some minor

differences between Sample B and the Castle Hill

sample were noted. The accessory epidote

observed in Sample B was not present in the

debitage sample from Castle Hill. The

archaeological sample from the Castle Hill Site also

had smaller amphiboles and was fmer grained in

comparison to the geological or outcrop sample

(Hermes, personal communication, 4/2002). This

material was mylonitized by pressure and grinding

at a fault zone (Calogero and Philpotts 2001). The

finer grained texture of the Castle Hill Site sample

suggested it was derived from a source area or

outcrop intentionally selected by Native Americans

for this characteristic.

Additional information on the identity of

the suspected mylonite was obtained from

petrographic analysis of a debitage sample from the

Pine Hawk Site in the town of Acton. This large

multicomponent site along the lower Assabet River

contained lithic workshop loci associated with

Middle and Late Archaic period depositions. A

debitage sample of suspected mylonite from one of

these workshops was analyzed by Don Hermes.

Macroscopically, this sample consisted almost

entirely of fme-grained cryptocrystalline quartz

with sparse, tiny grains of a black mineral. In thin

section, this material showed a very fine grained

texture and was highly foliated, consisting mostly

of recrystallized grains of quartz and accessory

feldspar grains. Sparse acicular muscovite mica and

chlorite were present in grains mostly oriented

parallel to the foliation, with some at a steep angle

to the layering. There were also a few coarse

grained late stage veinlets of polygonal quartz

subparallel to the foliation. This rock type appeared

to be a schistose or foliated quartzite most likely

formed by metamorphism of a sedimentary quartz

sandstone or siltstone. While this rock may have

formed in a mylonite, diagnostic features of the

mylonitization process were not observed in thin

section (Hermes in:Waller and Ritchie 2001). Like

the debitage from Castle Hill, this sample from the

Pine Hawk Site was composed mostly of

cryptocrystalline quartz and lacked typical mylonite

features.

Conclusions

Through the application of petrographic

analysis to samples of lithic material from the

Castle Hill Site and several suspected source areas

we have been able to confirm the identity of rock

suspected to be amphibolite and mylonite.

Amphibolite from the Castle Hill Site was found to

closely resemble material exposed in bedrock

outcrops located west of the Sudbury River. These

outcrops and others nearby form a likely source

area for the amphibolite used locally in the Middle

Archaic period. A sample from an outcrop in

Lexington was confirmed as mylonite pointing out

a probable source area for this material. The rock

in this outcrop is visually similar to banded

mylonites found in archaeological contexts within

the Sudbury/Assabet/Concord drainage.

The problematic debitage samples of

suspected mylonite from the Castle Hill and Pine

Hawk Site with features more typical of

cryptocrystalline quartz or chalcedony-like rock

suggest there is more unexplored variation in the

local bedrock formations containing material
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visually identified as mylonite. These samples may

represent a type of very fine grained, quartz-rich

rock occurring within a specific section of a

formation like the Kendal Green Mylonite or some

other unknown source that has yet to be identified.

The information we have been able to

collect on the role of amphibolite and suspected

mylonite in Middle and Late Archaic technologies

within the SuAsCo drainage fits well with larger

patterns of lithic resource use. An increased

emphasis on locally available lithic resources after

circa 7000 BP was first observed at the Neville site

in the southern Merrimack basin of which the

Sudbury, Assabet, and Concord Rivers are a major

tributary (Dincauze 1976). The local lithic

materials often included volcanic and metamorphic

rock types from smaller sources and the sets of

materials varied between drainage basins. This

pattern of resource use appeared to be a larger sub

regional trend including the eastern/southeastern

Massachusetts area.

Middle Archaic groups in the SuAsCo

drainage seem to have followed this broad trend.

Neville points were frequently made of rhyolite

from the Lynn volcanic complex and northern

Boston basin argillite as well as local quartzite

(Westboro Formation) and mylonite. An orientation

to lithic source areas in the northern Boston basin

is suggested by the high frequencies of rhyolite and

argillite in Neville assemblages.

After about 6000 BP, lithic materials from

sources within the SuAsCo drainage appear to have

become more important. Stark points were mostly

chipped from Boston Basin argillite. However,

distinct local materials, such as quartzite, crystal

tuff and amphibolite make up much of the

remainder of chipped stone tool assemblages. This

set of lithic materials demonstrates that Middle

Archaic populations were making regular use of

local resources (Ritchie 1979).

The mylonite and amphibolite from Castle

Hill and other sites are important for the way they

illustrate what may be described as "micro

traditions" or localized patterns of lithic resource

use in river drainages across southern New

England in the period from about 7500 to 6000

years ago. Some vestiges of this pattern, illustrated

best by the occasional use of mylonite, apparently

continued in Squibnocket Triangle and Small Stem

Point technologies after about 5000 years ago.

With additional research at a localized scale,

including petrographic thin section and geo

chemical analysis, it should be possible to add

more details to this general picture of how local

lithic materials were used in Middle and Late

Archaic technologies.
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